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giSTT Hosted is a clientless 
application with low 
overhead costs, and has a 
simple web based interface 
for easy administration.

For three decades, we’ve been empowering 
organizations to re-imagine a better way to 
connect with each other. Today, through our 
transformative digital voice and text 
messaging solutions, we make 
communications with colleagues, customers 
and prospects simple, secure and effective. 
And that means more time and less stress 
for your employees, a more positive 
experience for your customers, and 
improved bottom line results for your 
organization. 

Three Decades of Expertise

Our giSTT Hosted speech to text application allows subscribers to read, 
prioritize, save, forward and file converted voice messages with the same ease 
and convenience of email, and in a fraction of the time compared to traditional 
voicemail. You can still listen to the original voice message by clicking on the 
audio attachment if needed. 

Administrators love to work with giSTT Hosted messaging because it is a 
clientless application with low overhead costs and has a simple web based 
interface for easy administration.

About

Works with virtually any enterprise voicemail platform that can send a voice 
message .wav file to email, including Avaya IP Office, Cisco, Nortel, AVST and 
Mitel. On-premise giSTT Enterprise solution requires additional server(s).

Requirements

giSTT Hosted

Implementation
The giSTT Hosted application can be deployed on premise or in the cloud, and 
is currently offered through the following services: 

giSTT Auto - Fully automated in the cloud service for speed and economy
giSTT Enterprise - Fully automated behind the firewall service

Speech to Text

Delivers voice messages converted to text to mobile devices, tablets and 
computers. The message may not be perfect, but good enough to get the gist 

without listening.


